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Remarkable imbalance Dutch housing market 

Source: Platform31 (2015) 
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Explanations for this imbalance 

•  Housing corporations offer cheap housing to medium income 
households 

•  High-end social housing underpriced, because of rent control system 
 
•  Dominant position of housing corporations has for long prevented 

upcoming of private rental housing market 

•  No level playing field: private sector does not invest in medium segment 
housing market 



New housing law, per 1 July 2015, should create level 
playing field 

•  Restrictions for housing corporations to build houses beyond rent control 
maximum (€ 710.68) 

•  State aid to high-end ‘social housing’ no longer possible: different rules 
for part of present housing stock with rents > € 710.68 

•  Incentives for high and middle-income households in social housing 
market to move upwards 

•  Housing corporations forced to increase rents to more competitive level 
on high-demand, attractive locations 

•  Former institutional barriers for housing corporations to sell to 
institutional investors have been removed 

 
 



Research question  

•  Several strategies to develop a housing market that is more in balance 

•  Would it be feasible to create funds, consisting of existing medium 
segment social housing, jointly owned by housing association(s) and 
institutional investor(s)? 



Research approach 

•  Game simulations, to explore potentials of creating jointly-owned 
housing fund 
-  Based on role play 
-  Fictional, but realistic case 
-  Participants: experts from institutional investors and housing corporations 
-  Incentives introduced in the games 
-  Game repeated twice (different participants) 

•  Why game simulations? 
-  Qualitative research, but more systematic approach 
-  Interactions between participants (in role play) 
-  Provides opportunities for elaborated discussions 
-  Control for context variables 
-  Prevents biased position of researchers (since they do not participate in the game) 
-  Can be repeated, to improve validity 

•  Supportive to ex-ante assessment, in experimental setting 

 



Composition of Dutch housing stock since WWII 

Source: Elsinga & Wassenberg (2014) 



Rental housing stock, divided by ‘owner’ and ‘rent level’ 

Source: Platform31 (2015) 



Composition of housing stock: international 

Source: Haffner, Lennartz & Dol (2012) 



Composition of housing stock: private versus social rental segment 

Source: Haffner, Lennartz & Dol (2012) 



How to increase medium quality private rental market? 

•  Both institutional and private investors show interest – for the first time in 
50 – 60 years – in investment opportunities medium segment rental 
housing stock (€ 700 - € 900 per month) 

•  Private sector builds new houses in medium quality housing segment 

•  Future rent increases will bring part of the existing social housing stock 
in medium segment, beyond rent control maximum 
-  Incentive for housing corporations to sell these houses to institutional and private 

investors (?) 

•  Housing corporations do sell houses to their tenants; alternatively they 
might decide to sell part of their stock to institutional and private 
investors 

•  (Small share of private homeowners may decide to let their houses) 



Alternative strategy: sale and lease back  

•  Housing corporation(s) and institutional investor(s) decide to invest 
jointly in housing fund 

•  Housing corporation will participate by bringing in part of its existing 
housing stock (> rent control maximum) 

•  Institutional investor will participate by bringing in capital 



Potential for creation of jointly-owned housing funds 

•  Potential size of housing stock that would qualify 
-  138,000 social houses > € 710.68 
-  Additional part of social houses with real market value  > € 710.68 estimated to be 

800,000 
 
•  Housing corporations must reduce part of their housing stock beyond 

rent control maximum 
-  Proposed strategy may be attractive alternative to individual sales to tenants 
-  Participation in housing fund would provide them with cash, to invest in existing 

housing stock < € 710.68 

•  Institutional investors welcome alternative investment segment 
-  New housing law creates more stable institutional conditions and level playing field 
-  Investors appreciate continued involvement by housing corporation 
-  Investors may prefer to build their own houses in medium segment, but lack sufficient 

land positions 
-  Potentials for indirect returns on investment by future sale of houses 
-  Potentials for future transformation on high-end locations 



Incentives to reach an agreement to create fund (as part of 
game simulations)  

•  Introduce independent asset manager as intermediary and mediator, to 
overcome cultural differences 

•  Create ‘open information situation’ during negotiations, to overcome 
cultural differences, regarding: 
-  Required returns on investment 
-  Valuation of housing stock 

•  Introduce ‘standardized’ contracts and terms & conditions, and pilot 
projects, to overcome problems due to unfamiliarity with such funds 



Still, a number of barriers remain …. 

•  Institutional 
-  Question marks regarding level playing field: housing corporations may still offer social 

housing on top locations below market value 
-  Uncertain what municipalities will do: must approve housing corporations’ investment 

decisions 

•  Market conditions 
-  Institutional investor prefers high-end social housing on best locations only, which 

leaves housing corporation with remaining lower quality stock 
-  Institutional investor prefers to aquire complex-based housing stock, while housing 

corporations often have sold part of their houses in high-end complexes to tenants 
-  Future demand for housing middle-income groups uncertain 

•  Cultural / financial 
-  Different positions regarding expected returns on investments 
-  Valuation by housing corporations based on net present value (capitalized income 

from expected rents); valuation by institutional investors based on market value 


